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Assignment Description

In today�s fast paced world, most directors attempting to pitch a project create what are

referred to as pitch reels. They serve as a trailer for the film with the goal of quickly

establishing tone and atmosphere. A pitch reel is usually constructed with repurposed

footage ... 
 

Read More
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Chapter 19 - Preparation for Your Journey -
Quiz

1. How did Orson Welles get his start?

 

2. What similarities are there between Orson Welles and Jerry Weintraub?

 

He got his start in theater in the United Kingdom utilizing a little legacy from his dad; he headed out to 
Ireland and turned into the lead actor and director in a neighborhood theater through his request that he was 
an all-around regarded director and a monstrous ability from America. He at that point turned the tables around 
and made a trip to the U.S. where he said he was a very much regarded director and ability investing his energy 
in Ireland.
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3. How was Jerry Weintraub hired at Warner Brothers?

 

4. Aside from shaking hands confidently, what else can you do to convince people that

you know what you�re talking about?
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The likenesses between Orson Welles and Jerry Weintraub are that they had no issues deceiving get their way 
into their charisma and certainty to manufacture effective vocations. In simple word, we can say both Orson 
Welles and Jerry Weintraub were super confident and self-assured.  

  Formats          

p


Jerry Weintraub initially came in for a meeting to turn into a creation collaborator, yet when the secretary came 
in and secretary he was the individual he/she was searching for. That meet was for an improvement official. 
Weintraub wound "unadulterated allure and appeal" amid his meeting. Through pure charisma and charm, Jerry 
Weintraub was hired at Warner Brothers.
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As an up and comer, I would chip away at introducing myself in the most eager way that could be 
available. Rather than up and lying, I would broadly expound about my qualities, affirming the capability of my 
value on creation. I would attempt and be as legit as could reasonably be expected, while in the meantime 
twisting or spicing up certain angles about my past work, with an end goal to offer myself better.
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Chapter 19 - Preparation for Your Journey -
Essay

1. Write an essay about the producer�s role in film production.

 

 

 A film producer is an individual who oversees the whole obligation of film production. A film 

producer can be considered as the most vital individual in the motion picture making as without

him, a film can be restricted inside the script.

A producer has the most troublesome undertaking in the film from choosing the script,

organizing the composition to orchestrating the financial plan of the film. The producer is the

person who even contracts the best director for the movie. A producer has the essential join the

movie on the grounds that without him nothing can be envisioned on the grounds that he is the

main individual who deals with the general situation of the movie from choosing the

directors, procuring the vital group individuals to the promoting and dissemination of the movie.

In this way, so, we can say producers are vital from the earliest starting point of the film until

the circulation and even the arrival of the film. Producers are the ground-breaking just as the

identity with heaps of duty in the film that he needs to administer the determination of the artist,

their schedule, food, settlement, dress, lights, gear, endorsing areas, procuring a studio, last

shooting script, the production plan, and in particular spending plan. Producer alone may not

generally direct and regulate every one of these obligations without anyone else's input.

In this way, they contract official producers, line-producers, unit production supervisor,

supervising producers,co-producers, assistant producers, and so forth since the producers

have an obligation to manage each phase of the film is making like pre-production, production,

and post-production. They need to likewise deal with general business activities.

Thus, producers are connected to the film since the absolute starting point of the film.

We can say that they need to perform massive jobs in the film and they are the

indistinguishable and vital piece of the film.
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Note: This assignment must also be turned in to your mentor.
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